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Computerized
Comprehension
Dianne Novak

When I was first introduced to computers,
I had no idea the effect they would have on
my life or the I ives of my students. Throughout
the last 1 ½ years I have become proficient at
using microcomputers in nearly all aspects of
my life. One of the areas that has been most
affected is my role as a teacher.
I have been doing private tutoring for
several years, relying on traditional methods
(games, role reversals, and paper and pencil
tasks) for working with my students. Though
these methods were generally successful, I
was often unhappy with using the same kinds
of activities that frustrated my students in the
classroom. Furthermore, I was tired of
spending long hours developing
individualized materials.
Since my area of teaching specialty is
reading, the majority of my students seek help
in the language arts. For help in this area, I
have found the computer to be a particularly
helpful tool when used as a word processor.
Throughout my teaching experiences I
have gathered numerous ideas for dealing
with various reading difficulties. Recently I
began selecting some of the most worthwhile
ideas and transposing them into computer
programs and/or activities. I have found this

surprisingly easy to do, and "selling" these
activities to my students even easier! They
often seem unaware they're doing the same
"boring" activities on the computer that they
used to do with paper and pencil. I have
watched with great pleasure as their interest
and motivation have increased and success
rates heightened.
I have been particularly pleased to watch
the progress of Inga, one of my current
students. Inga has excellent phonic and word
recognition skills, though her comprehension
is very low, approximately three years below
her sixth grade level. When I first began
working with Inga, I used several of the
traditional methods previously mentioned.
After two months of work, I noticed little
difference in her reading ability but a large
drop in interest. I had not used the computer
with Inga, as comprehension activities did not
seem suited to that medium. Now, however, I
decided it was time to "computerize" Inga
and her comprehension development
program. I spent several hours developing
activities using my Commodore 64 computer
and OmniWriter word processing system.
The results have more than paid for the time
invested.
One of the mainstays in Inga's
comprehension program has been a large
variety of cloze procedures. These activities,
which consist of reading passages with
selected words replaced by blank spaces, are
helping Inga to develop her usage of context
clues, broaden her vocabulary, and become
more aware of passage content. The
development of numerous cloze procedures
can be time consuming and frustrating. (I
always forget to leave the blanks!) However,
with the word processor, there is no problem.
I can quickly type in passages and later go
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(Figure 2). At a later time, after I have
standardized the length of the blanks (Figure
3), I have Inga fill the blanks with new nouns
(Figure 4). Then, we compare her passage to
the original (still stored on disk) to note how
the new nouns have changed the meaning of
the passage.
A related activity is the omission of key
words or parts of words. For example, the first
or last words in each sentence can be deleted,
or prefixes, suffixes, or root words can be the
basis for the activity.
Another type of practice is provided by
omitting large sections of text from a
passage. Often I delete the central or ending
portion of a passage and have Inga fill in the
gap. This type of activity was previously very
frustrating for her and she would make little
attempt to create a sensible, let alone
creative, passage. Doing this activity with the
word processor seems to have sparked her
interest and creativity. This has really
surprised me. Perhaps the computer screen
and blinking cursor are less intimidating and
more encouraging than a blank sheet of
paper. Also, it seems the knowledge that
writings can be quickly and easily changed
and will always appear in neat, readable
form, is truly enough to motivate even the
poorest of writers. (Daiute, 1982; O'Brien,
1984) By merely providing a different tool for
writing, Inga's compositions have not only
grown in length, but in content as well. Also,
she is more willing to rewrite or add on to
passages.
One of the nicest outcomes of using the
computer and word processor with Inga has
been her change in attitude. She is more
willing to try new activities and to correct old
ones. Also, she now takes the work done with
me and proudly displays it to her classroom
teacher, family, and friends. She is no longer
a "closet tutee" but a happy computer
student! Since I keep in close contact with
Inga's mother I was always aware when she
"forgot" to bring her papers home. This is no
longer a problem for I always have a copy on
disk. Thus, no more lost paper syndrome!
Obviously, the computer and word
processor can be used for much more than
creating cloze procedures and developing
creative writing. Perhaps not every student
can enjoy the success Inga has, but isn't it
worth a try?

back and replace specific words with blank
spaces. My beginning word processing
students can even type in their own passages.
They, like most beginners, are more than
willing to type anything, just for practice.
They can even proof their passages with the
aid of a spelling checker. Once a passage is
entered and saved, it is a simple task to
retrieve it from the disk, insert the blank
spaces, and resave the "cut" passage.
Inserting the blanks can be easily done with
the search and replace function found on
most word processors, or by scrolling through
the passage. The ability to save the "uncut"
and "cut" passages on disk allows extra
mileage from one passage, as it is always
possible to retrieve any passage, modify it,
and resave it under a different file name.
(Montgomery, 1984)
Previously, when doing the cloze
activities with paper and pencil, Inga would
become frustrated quickly. She would leave
many blanks unfilled and be satisfied with
improper syntactic or semantic responses.
Now, however, she strives to fill each blank
with an acceptable response. When she
completes the activity on the screen she is
pleased, but when she receives the hard copy,
a rare moment of pride appears on her face!
Also, her ability to assist in the
development of activities has been an
enlightening and motivating experience for
her. I use many different sources for the
development of the cloze activities. (Bartnick
& Lopardo, 1973) Inga often provides the
material herself with a story, newspaper
article, game instructions, or content area
text. These variations have not only helped to
develop Inga's comprehension, but also to
adjust her reading rate according to the
material. She has begun to note that certain
kinds of words have greater importance in
different types of passages.
Part of the success of Inga's program is
due to the variations from the standard
"deletion of every fifth word in a passage."
One of the most successful variations is the
deletion of specific types of words, such as
nouns, verbs, adverbs, or adjectives. (Bartnick
& Lopardo, 1973; Montgomery, 1984) I often
let Inga create these activities herself. I type in
the original passage (Figure 1) and then have
her go through and blank out all occurrences
of a certain type of word, perhaps nouns
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Figure 1
One night the Smiths went for a walk in the forest. They came upon a large clearing.
Suddenly, it started to rain softly. They ran back through the woods to their cabin. When
they went inside, they found a green box on their kitchen table. The box was quietly moving.
The Smiths watched the box all night. The next morning it turned into a beautiful bird and
flew towards the sun .

Figure 2
One ----- the ------ went for a ---- in the ------. ---- came upon a large --------. Suddenly, -started to rain softly. ---- ran back through the----- to their-----. When---- went inside,---found a green --- on their kitchen-----. The --- was quietly moving. The------ watched the --all -----. The next ------- -- turned into a beautiful ---- and flew towards the ---.

Figure 3
One ----- the ----- went for a ----- in the -----. ----- came upon a large -----. Suddenly, ----started to rain softly.----- ran back through the----- to their----- . The -----was quietly moving .
The ----- watched the----- all -----. The next----- ----- turned into a beautiful ----- and flew
towards the -----.

Figure 4
One time the alien went for a ride in the spaceship. It came upon a large star. Suddenly, it
started to rain softly. It ran back through the rain to their ship. When he went inside, he
found a green marsh in on their kitchen table. The marsh in was quietly moving. The marshin
watched the ship all day. The next day he turned into a beautiful flower and flew towards
the ground.
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